A LOOK BACK & A LOOK FORWARD

2013 was a year of exciting expansion and innovation for Austin Speech Labs. In July, we moved into new offices which are twice the size of our old facilities. Now we can serve more stroke survivors than ever before!

As our client base grows, so does our staff. We are happy to welcome Adrienne Pingel as a member of our team. Adrienne joined the team in October as our office assistant and also coordinates a growing group of dedicated volunteers and clients.

This fall, Austin Speech Labs partnered with the University of Texas at Austin to offer a new music program for our clients. UT music department students provide individual and group singing lessons for clients, a novel form of speech therapy. This is in addition to our ongoing Boot Camps and other reading and writing programs.

We are grateful to all of you for helping to make 2013 such a productive year!
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2013 Boot Camp Dates
November 4th-December 20th

2014 Boot Camp Dates
January 13th - March 7th
March 24th - May 16th
June 2nd - June 27th
July 7th - August 1st
September 2nd - October 27th
November 3rd - December 19th
Executive Director's Letter

A Five-Year Journey: Dream Turned Into Reality

From Dream to Pilot Program
It all started in 2008 when I was a speech therapist working at a hospital. I discharged a young stroke survivor from speech therapy even though he had not regained his language skills due to limited insurance. He was willing to work all day, every day on speech, however he could not afford private therapy due to already existing medical bills. So my colleague and I decided to offer affordable intensive speech therapy three hours a day, three days a week for eight weeks to stroke survivors. Affordability was important to us because we wanted stroke survivors to receive speech therapy as long as they needed it.

It started as a pilot session with four clients and one student volunteer from the UT Austin Speech Therapy Department. The volunteer assisted us (speech therapists) so that clients could get individual attention. Clients received intensive speech therapy (Boot Camp) three hours a day, three days of the week for eight weeks in September 2008. By the end of the pilot session, clients saw the benefit and wanted us to offer another session as they still needed to work on their speech. So we added another six week session to help them.

As the word got out, calls came from various sources and the session grew to 10 clients. The pilot session clients requested programs to help them relearn to read and write which led to the addition of a Book Club. One young stroke survivor needed help in biology and algebra to help her get back to college. However, none of the tutoring facilities understood a stroke survivor’s method of recovery and with the financial burden of a stroke, she could not afford private therapy. So we customized sessions to help this young stroke survivor who returned to college the following year and graduated soon afterwards.

Undergraduate students from the University of Texas realized that they were getting real world experience by volunteering and working alongside speech therapists at Austin Speech Labs (ASL). We now had a model – two speech therapists, a steady stream of volunteer students and a unique program tested over a couple of pilot sessions. Now we needed to expand and reach the larger community of stroke survivors.

From Pilot Program to Nonprofit Organization
The catalyst for our growth came in 2009 when St. David’s Foundation came forward with a “seed grant” for continuing our services. We moved to a 1200 sq ft office space with real therapy rooms and a computer lab. Clients served grew over 5 times during 2010 (from 12 to 69). We added afternoon sessions to increase the number of clients served. We quickly realized that several clients were attending more than two Boot Camps – by making it affordable we allowed them to customize and continue therapy for as long as they needed it. This rapid growth required us to expand again - in 2011 we moved into a bigger office, increased the size of our Board to seven, and hired two new speech therapist assistants to help us, the speech therapists.

Customized Programs Address Stroke Survivors’ Needs
Our clients reflected a true cross-section of our community - teachers, doctors, engineers, professors, college students, attorneys, musicians, CEOs, CFOs, wives, mothers, husbands and dads. Interacting with their diverse requirements taught us that while a Boot Camp session helped them get their basic communication back, they needed more enriched programs to regain reading, writing and memory. Our clients wanted to do more than communicate - they aspired to return to work and feel like they had a place in their community. In 2012 we added programs such as intensive reading, intensive writing, auditory processing, pseudo toast masters, memory and cognitive programs. ASL partnered with the Music Department at UT to study the impact of structured singing protocol in combination with intensive speech therapy. Student volunteers from the Music Department provide one on one group and individual music classes to enrich our clients breathing, posture, voice projection and articulation skills.

We did not limit ourselves to serving stroke survivors in Austin and surrounding areas. Through the use of tele-therapy, clients from Houston, Amarillo, Katy, Laredo, Comfort, Corpus Christi, and Temple began receiving intensive speech therapy. Our clients also interact with stroke survivors at Houston Aphasia Recovery Center to expand their conversation skills and provide support for each other.
It Takes a Village To Make a Change

As our clients grew from 69 to over 150, we added new services and again moved into a bigger office in July 2013. The dramatic growth over the last five years would not have been possible without the support of our entire community. Grants from the City of Austin, Austin Community Foundation, Sterling-Turner Foundation, The Mitte Foundation, St.David’s Foundation and National Student Speech Hearing and Language Association (NSSHLA) were critical to enable our vision financially. In addition, we have dedicated board members, individuals, and company sponsors who donate every year to our annual fundraiser. We also have many caregivers that provide in-kind donations. We feel very blessed to have so many donors helping us achieve our mission. We increased our donor base from four near and dear friends in 2008 to over 400 by the end of 2012.

While our donors, board members and caregivers provide us the resources, our student volunteers enable us to deliver a high quality service. Today we have over 200 volunteers annually from various universities such as the University of Texas at Austin, Texas State University, Washington University in St. Louis, Baylor University and Alabama University to name a few. Many of these volunteer graduates have become Speech Therapists and are making a difference in other stroke survivors’ lives elsewhere in various communities. Today we have four full time and five part time employees along with seven dedicated, hardworking board members and over 200 volunteers helping us serve our mission.

The Impact

What makes this journey worthwhile is seeing a demonstrable impact in stroke survivors and their caregivers’ lives. From regaining the simple pleasure of communicating with a loved one, enrolling back in college or returning to work full time, our clients are working hard to get their life back. Each of you has cast a stone and it is those stones that have created many ripples in the lives of these stroke survivors and their families. We thank you for supporting our vision to improve the quality of life for stroke survivors.

Shilpa Shamapant, Co-founder
Executive Director, Afternoon Clinical Director

If you would like to donate, please contact our office at 512-992-0575 or send a check made payable to Austin Speech Labs
7800 Shoal Creek Blvd, Suite 136 S, Austin, TX 78757

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wish list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purell sanitizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>printing paper (8-1/2x11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kleenex tissue boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puzzles for caregivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adult reading novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 oz or 6 oz plastic cups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black printer cartridge for Brother printer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTunes gift cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer PC headphones (Frisky brand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pencil sharpeners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laptop computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white-board erasers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>office chairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you would like to donate, please contact our office at 512-992-0575 or send a check made payable to Austin Speech Labs
7800 Shoal Creek Blvd, Suite 136 S, Austin, TX 78757
As a volunteer at Austin Speech Labs there are a lot of activities that I do: help with the computers games; listen when the client is reading; discuss an article with the client; lead the Book Club.

I really enjoy to just talk with clients. 'How was your weekend?' 'What did you do last week?' 'Have you been to a new restaurant?' 'What are you doing when this session is over?' It is great when a stroke survivor laughs and smiles.

Before my stroke I had a mission that I should be helping others. That’s why I became a professor and worked at Concordia University so I could teach and help others learn. When my stroke happened everything stopped. My stroke happened on Feb. 2, 2005. I was in St. David's Rehab for nine months but my insurance stopped and everything came to a standstill. In August 2008 Shilpa called me and said that there is a new place called Austin Speech Labs. Shilpa and Shelley helped me for three years with intensive speech therapy- my speech, reading, and writing improved a lot. My doctor said that I may not teach again as I still struggle with words sometimes. But Shilpa and Shelley showed me another path that gave me hope and enjoy what I did before my stroke, Teach. They suggested I volunteer at Austin Speech Labs and help others.

For two years I have been volunteering at Austin Speech Labs helping clients with reading, spelling and on computers. Last fall Shelley asked me if I could lead the Book Club. I was very excited, I wrote my lesson plans for the first time since my stroke. I can teach again! This type of teaching is different but it is great. Last winter session Shilpa said that I could help the community by educating them about stroke, so I could continue to work on my speech and language skills. Even though my speaking, reading, and writing are better, my auditory processing is messed up. That's okay, leading the book club and doing stroke awareness in the community gives me lot of satisfaction and happiness.

When you have a stroke everything can change. Some stroke survivors will progress very fast. That is great. But some stroke survivors' progress is very slow. Probably a famous writer said, “Take two steps forward and take one step backwards.” It is tough when you cannot speak – or read - or write. But – you have to go on! Work hard to learn a new word every day. I look forward to ASL volunteering and community education. It gives me hope and energy. It is a great experience to work there. Shilpa and Shelley and their staff are awesome! God has a plan for me – and right now – I enjoy teaching as a volunteer again. -- Tom Hilgendorf

Recovery Never Stops: Casey's Story

On January 3, 2007, in the flash of a moment, the entire right side of Casey’s 36-year-old body was paralyzed and all of his language disappeared. An amazing path of recovery has ensued. From a wheelchair and hand signs, Casey has moved through a series of complex recovery efforts to an astonishing life of independence.

In 2008 he enrolled in Austin Speech Labs' second Boot Camp. By then, he was walking without any assistive device but was still limited in his communication. He could say some words, but not phrases or sentences. Casey, a chemical engineer who worked at a brewery in New Mexico before the stroke, now moved in with his sister, Jeni, in the Austin area and began an intense focus on regaining his former facility and pleasure with the English language. Within the following year, he moved into his own apartment and, in 2012, Casey began a part-time job working at Austin Homebrew. Today he’s employed two full days and two half days and faithfully maintains his work at ASL three mornings each week.

The amicable, positive atmosphere at ASL has been the perfect milieu for Casey to succeed. The clear direction and supportive respect from Shilpa and Shelley are unquestionably the guiding force he needs. From their sincere belief in him, he is regaining conversational skills and has been propelled into a self-confidence that is inspiring to his family and friends. He now Skypes regularly with another stroke survivor and follows along as his mother reads books to him over the phone. He has traveled alone by plane to visit friends and recently drove with a friend to visit a fellow stroke survivor in Laredo, Texas. Together they engaged in a variety of social activities and challenged themselves on bike trails.

Reaching out to make new friends and enjoy the camaraderie of friendly interaction has resulted from his perseverance in the intricacies of recovery. Casey and another ASL client meet for lunch regularly. Recently, Casey stretched his language skills to include texting. He does most of his own banking, pays the bills, uses a computer, works out and keeps tabs on his favorite Formula One race-car drivers.

Casey’s faith and the support from loyal friends and family are stellar components in his motivation to recover. We have grown in many ways and been inspired by him as much as he has been by us. Thank you Shilpa and Shelley for your studied, marvelous expertise and for being an exquisite foundation of grace for us in Casey’s recovery! -- Helen Gwinn
Austin Speech Labs held its 4th annual "One Word at a Time" event this past May at the elegant Four Seasons Hotel in downtown Austin.

Attendees were treated to cocktails and hors d’oeuvres, silent auction, client stories, a video presentation, and a keynote address. Thanks to our fundraising committee, this year’s event was a huge success, attracting over 250 attendees and raising more than $100,000.

Bill Hrncir – husband, father, coach, business owner, and stroke survivor – opened the evening by sharing his personal story. When Bill called the offices of Austin Speech Labs in 2009 to inquire about speech therapy services, he labored for nearly an hour to convey his name, phone number, and reason for his call. It was thus with great admiration and wonder that gala guests heard Bill’s speech chronicling his journey, his struggles, his accomplishments, and his goals for the future. A resident of Laredo, Texas, Bill has traveled tirelessly from his home to Austin for over five years to attend Austin Speech Labs. His hard work, positive attitude, and sense of humor have proven not only instrumental in his own recovery but also inspirational in the recovery of his fellow clients as well.

Don Yacktman delivered our keynote address. Mr. Yacktman is a successful mutual fund manager, leading two of the world’s fastest-growing stock funds. He has also been personally touched by stroke. Nearly ten years ago his daughter suffered a devastating stroke. She was a young, vibrant 30-year-old with no known risk factors. Mr. Yacktman shared his daughter’s story. He spoke of how long the recovery process has been, how difficult it has been, but how with hard work and dedication they have proudly watched her conquer goals the doctors once told them were impossible.

It was a successful and meaningful evening. We are forever grateful to all the volunteers who donated their time and energy and to our sponsors and supporters for their generous contributions.

-- Shelley Adair, Co-founder Morning Clinical Director

2013 Grants & Donors

National Student Speech Language Hearing Association (NSSLHA)
One Word At A Time Sponsors

**Patience ($5,000)**
Bill Little and Kim Scofield
The O'Hare Family
Venu and Shilpa Shamapant

**Perseverance ($2,500)**
Brent and Shelley Adair and Georgina Erickson
Betsy Ashcraft and Larry Tu
John and Betsy Greytok
Allen and Helen Gwinn
Dr. and Mrs. Everett Heinze
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hill
Ellen and Sherman Kusin
LifeSize (a division of Logitech)
Brown McCarroll, L.L.P.
Missy and Dick McCarroll
McGinnis, Lochrige & Kilgore, L.L.P.
Adi and Rajul Mishra
Ty and Linda Schmidt
Melinda and Barry Twomey

**Courage ($1,500)**
Andrews Kurth LLP
Brian and Kristi Erickson
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Frachtman
Sunena and Harish Gagneja, MD
Germar Gertz Beeman & Brown, LLP
Dan and Marty Beth Jester
Amy and David Little
Cheryl Locka
Franki and Tom Locke
Frank and Megan Lyon
Maxwell Locke and Ritter LLP
The Rosendo and Cheryl Parra Foundation
St. David’s Healthcare
Saunders, Norval, Pargaman & Atkins, L.L.P.
Seton Healthcare Family
Silicon Valley Bank
Vinson & Elkins LLP
Dr. and Mrs. Jason Zagrodzky

**Silent Auction Donors**
24 Diner
Alamo Drafthouse Cinemas
Antonelli’s Cheese Shop
Heatherly Ayers
Blue Dahlia Bistro
c. jane
Kathy and Danny Caldwell
The Chocolate Makers Studio
Cinemark
Collectic Home
Congress Austin
Contigo Austin
The County Line, Inc.
Dane’s Body Shop

**Silent Auction Donors cont’d**
The Driskill
Easy Tiger Bake Shop & Beer Garden
Fall Creek Vineyard
John Fincher
Food! Food!
Four Seasons Hotel
Sherrie Frachtman and Friends of Austin Speech Labs
Glazer’s
Guro’s Taco Bar
Gusto Italian Kitchen
Holly Reed Photography
Hutson Clothing Co
iFLY Indoor Skydiving
La Condesa
Carolyn Long and Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center
La Margarita
Las Palomas
Gregory Lastrapes
Lemonade Couture
Lone Star Foodservice
Magnolia Cafe
Iris and Ardon Moore Family
Mother’s Cafe & Garden
Kacy and Scott O’Hare
Olive & June
Olivia
Lisa Orr
Paper Place
The Paramount Theater
The Pearl Monkey
Pei Wei
Round Rock Express Baseball Club
Shamapant and Gagneja Families
Snack Bar
Gail and Rick Swisher
Texas Coffee Traders
Texas Hills Vineyard
Texas Rowing Center
Texas Sailing
Trace at W Austin
Melinda and Barry Twomey
Uchi/Uchikko
Violet Crown Cinema
Vom Fass
Zach Theatre
Leslie and Andrew Zachary
Zink Collection
Zocalo Cafe

**Special Thanks To:**
Austin Speech Labs Volunteers
The Austin Wine Merchant
Westbank Flower Market
A huge thank you to our supporters this past year!

Agnes Adair
Brent and Shelley Adair
Kathryn Alexander
Richard and Kati Alexander
Andrews Kurth LLP
Mike Angelovich and Deborah Dunn
Austin Community Foundation – Amplify Austin
George R. Baird
Brian and Jeanne Ballinger
Paul and Jane Barr
Jet and Cherry Bartlett
Steve and Jennifer Benesh
Vinay Bhagat and Deepa Donde
Alan Bickerstaff
Bert Biermann
Bobbie Biermann
Kathy Biermann
Paul and Debbie Bloom
Dick Bolding and Mary Mayes
Tim and Lynda Brown
Alan and Rachel Buie
Vanessa Burgess
Bob and Donna Burke
Hunter and Stella Burkhalter
Bob and Ann Busby
Lee and Barbara Butters
Samina Byrd
Danny and Kathy Caldwell
Lois Campbell
Christopher Cannata
Nicole Carmier
Punit Chadha
Leigh Chilton
Tony Chabon and Pat McCray
Jody Cole
Pat Crow
Tom and Carolyn Curtis
Gladney Darroh
Steven Darroh
Oralio Lopez
Barbara and John Davis
Robert and Peggy Davis
Kenneth DeAngelis
John Diers and Melissa Lobiondo
Doug Dodds
Michele Dohery
Gene and Annie Dooley
Robert Duncan
Laura Eker and Lori Erwin
Bruce Elliott and Lisa Harris
Kenneth and Lisa Ellis
Laura Emery
Brian and Kristi Erickson
Georgia Erickson
Herbert Evans
David and Pam Ferguson
Marialice Ferguson
Glenda Fincher
John and Debbie Fincher
Tony and Allison Flores
Bob and Sherrill Frachtmann
Bill Freeman
Harish and Sunena Gagneja
Jerica Garcia
Gloria Garland
Emily Gray
James and Diana George
Germer Gertz Beaman & Brown, LLP
Eduardo and Maria Gou
Dave Greenman
John and Betsy Greytak
Stephen and Stefanie Griffith
Jacqueline Gross
Neeeraj and Tania Gupta
Allen and Helen Grinn
Alan Hagedorn
Franklin and Laurie Hall
Walter Hall
Dhiraj and Ritu Handa
Britt Harris
Rus and Terri Harris
Tom and Julia Harris
Lisa Hartwig
Brian Hearne
Everett and Elaine Heinze
Stacy Heizer
George Henry and Cathleen O’Shea
Tim and Mary Herman
Rolando Hernandez
David and Dealey Herndon
RicardoHexel and Maria Cantu
Tom and Marilyn Hilgendohr
Thomas and Jane Hill
Mary Hillard
Robert and Donna Hollingsworth
Anne Hospin
Keith Hospin
Michael and Angela Hovis
Bill and Dedeede Hrcin
Nancy Hrcin
Dena Jansen
Dan and Mary Beth Jaster
George and Lydia Juarez
Rajeev and Shivani Kathuria
Maureen Klein
Michael and Susan Klein
Sherman and Ellen Kusin
R. Latham
LifeSize A division of Logitech
Bill Little and Kim Scofield
David and Amy Little
Cheryl Locke
Tom and Franki Locke
Daniel and Judy Lorenz
Paul Love
April Lucas
Frank and Megan Lyon
Mary Ellen Madalinski
Frank Masseo and Nicole Carmier
Thomas Marquardt
Mayra Mata
Hank and Charlaine Matthews
Maxwell Locke & Ritter LLP
Bennett McCarron
Brown McCarron, L.L.P.
Dick and Missy McCarron
Dana McCartney
McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore, L.L.P.
Ann Mcelvor
Salvador and Hilda Mercado
Todd and Katherine Middlebrook
Robyn Mimms
Adiya and Rajul Mishra
Steven and Ellen R. Miura
Bob Montgomery
Jim and Lillian Montgomery
Craig and Sherrie Morgan
David and Nina Mosier
Mike Mullen and Kathleen Monahan
Robert Nelson
Lou O’Hanlon and Manuel Castano
Scott and Kacy O’Hare
Russ and Sharon Oliver
Todd A. and Christy Oliver
Elizabeth Pargaman
Bill and Nancy Parmer
The Rosendo & Cheryl Parra Foundation
George Parsons and Janet Strehmeyer
Sunnet and Sarika Paul
Paul and Michele Pellman
James Person
Wells Person
Binh Pham
Adrienne Pingel
Piper Morgan Associates
Gaye Polan
Michael Portman
Ash and Gwirri Prabala
Viswanath and Anu Prabhu
Wayne and Phyllis Prescott
Lloyd and Judy Provost
Steve Quenan
Van and Willeda Rea
Bob and Grace Renbarger
Mark Reynolds
James and Marilyn Rogers
Paul and Sandy Rogge
Neal Rutledge
St. David’s HealthCare
Salesforce.com
Raka Sandell and Krishna Srinivasan
Saunders, Norval, Pargaman & Atkins, L.L.P.
Jeremy and Kelly Schaub
Ty and Linda Schmitt
Emily Schmitz
Ben and Gayle Scott
Seton Healthcare Family
Yenu and Shipa Shampantz
Peggy Shaw
Silicon Valley Bank
Debra Siller
Tom and Sharon Smith
Kathy Smith-Willman
Ron and Tysha Stading
Tige Stading
Tyson Stading and Laurie Pompa
Sandra Taylor
Walter Taylor
Kimberly Tesarek
Texas State University, NSSHLA
Pill and Nancy Thompson
Jerry R. and Barbara Tindel
Bruce Todd and Elizabeth Christian
Larry Tu and Betsy Ashcroft
Barry and Melinda Towner
Hale and Shannon Umstad
University of Texas, NSSHLA
Jeanne Vier
Gaby Villanueva
Vinson & Elkins LLP
Robert and Marianne Wagner
Anna Wall
Ron and Pat Wamsted
Stephen and Kay White
Kristen Wicke
Susk Wiederspahn
Bradley and Beverly Williams
Dick and Gail Williams
Wilson Sanzini Goodrick & Rosati Foundation
Sue Wood
Patience Worral
E.L. and Ruth Wright
Larry York and Peggy Bradley
Charles and Sarah Young
Ross and Melinda Young
Andrew and Leslie Zachary
Jason and Vicki Zagrodzky
In-Kind Donations
Amanda Gardner
Bob and Ann Busby
Dave and Jesse Greenman
Randy Scott
Thomas Duke
Robert and Lynette Gurno
Mary Lou Crow
Tom Hilgendohr
Elizabeth and Peter Brady
University of Texas, Communication Sciences and Disorders
Undergraduate Student Volunteers
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AUSTIN SPEECH LABS
stroke recovery one word at a time

Austin Speech Labs
Our Mission

Austin Speech Labs is a 501(c)(3) approved non-profit dedicated to improving the quality of life for stroke survivors and their caregivers. We provide intensive speech, language, and cognitive therapy at an affordable cost.